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Abstract: 
 Introduction: High level radiation areas have been recognized on 

various parts of the earth. Some of these areas include: Bra silia,  India, and 

Iran. Mahallat hot spring region in the central part of Iran is also one of these 

areas. Study of exposure in these areas could be helpful in investigating the 

effects of ionizing radiation. 

 Materials and Methods: In addition to several seasonal springs, 

Mahallat hot spring region contains five permanent springs named: 

Soleimani, Shafa, Dombe, Romatism and Sauda. Internal exposure (due to 

inhalation of radon gas and drinking water) and external exposure (due to 

cosmic rays and radioactive elements in the ground)  to the tourists was 

studied. Used materials and apparatus include: RSS -112 ionizing chamber for 

environmental gamma rays exposure measurement, highly pure germanium 

detector for measuring radioactive elements in the ground, liqui d scintillation 

counter for measuring 222Rn gas concentration in water samples, Bubbler 

chamber and Locus cells for Rn concentration measurements (Emanation 

method) and Alfa guard detector for 226Ra  concentration measurements. 

 Conclusions and Discussion:  A total of 270 visitors are included in 

this study. Considering residual durations of the studied group in open and 

closed environment  of bathrooms, hotel and inn rooms, obtained annual 

external effective dose  is 75.4±8.7µSv and 138.3±11.8µSv for natives and 

travelers respectively. EEC coefficients has been used for calculating annual 

internal effective dose due to radon gas inhalation. Annual internal effective 

dose, in this path, is 0.9 and 2.1 mSv in open and closed environment for 

native and visitors respectively. Annual internal effective dose due to 

drinking water, is 0.43 and 0.09µSv for natives people and travelers, 

respectively. Measurements show that more than 90% of the received dose in 

the studied groups is due to  radon gas inhalation. External and internal dose 

summation is 0.98mSv for natives and 2.2 mSv for for travelers. Due to 

minimal stay time of the two groups in hot-spring region, visitors dose intake 

is below the determined level set by UNSCEAR 2000.  
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